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vol. 37 (2008) No. 1Book review:LIMIT CYCLES OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONSbyColin Christopher and Chengzhi LiIn June 2006 Jaume Llibre and Armengol Gasull organized the �AdvanedCourse on Limit Cyles and Di�erential Equations� at the Centre de ReeraMatemàtia in Barelona. There were three leturers: two by the authors ofthis book and by Sergey Yakovenko. The book under review ontains the notesof letures of Christopher and Li. (Yakovenko, worked hard, then, on his bookon analyti di�erential equations with Ilyashenko, whih is now being publishedin AMS; so he did not prepare his notes for publiation.)The book is divided into two parts: `Around the Center�Fous problem' byC. Christopher and `Abelian Integrals and Appliations to the Weak Hilbert's16th Problem' by C. Li.A singular point 0 of a real planar analyti vetor �eld V is alled the enterif there exists a neighborhood U of 0 suh that U \ 0 is �lled with periodiintegral urves of the �eld. The problem of enter relies on �nding onditionson the oe�ients of the Taylor expansion of V at 0 whih imply that 0 is aenter. Here we must distinguish loal and global problems.The loal problem of enter (or the enter�fous problem) was formulatedby V. Arnold (1970) as follows: The spae Jk of k−jets jkV at 0 of germs
V :

(
R2, 0

)
→

(
R2, 0

) is divided into three subspaes Jk
s , Jk

u , Jk
n . The jets from

Jk
s (respetively from Jk

u ) are suh that any germ W with jkW = jkV has 0 asasymptotially stable point (respetively as unstable point). The subspae Jk
nonsists of `neutral' jets. Arnold asked whether the sets Jk

# are semi-algebrai,or semi-analyti, and onjetured that the odimension of Jk
n grows to in�nitywith k. In the ase dV (0) is a rotation the problem is algebraially solvable(Lyapunov, 1966; Poinaré, 1951). In general, the sets Jk

s,u,n an be not semi-algebrai (see Ilyashenko, 1972). Reently N. Medvedeva (2004) proved thatArnold's problem is analytially solvable.In the global enter�fous problem one onsiders the spae An of polyno-mial vetor �elds V of degree ≤ n (with V (0) = 0) and tries to desribe thesubvariety Cn ⊂ An, alled the enter variety, onsisting of �elds with enterat 0. Simultaneously, one asks about the maximal number of limit yles whih



232 H. �O��DEKan bifurate from a singular point of the enter or the (weak) fous type for avetor �eld from An.The Christopher's part of the book onerns the global enter�fous problem.He begins with the lassial approah due to Poinaré and Lyapunov. Thus, heintrodues the fous quantities, assoiated with a ritial point of enter orfous type, and estimates how many of them are independent, when onsideredas funtions of the oe�ients of the vetor �eld of degree n. In partiular,he presents examples where 12 fous quantities are independent in a family ofubi vetor �elds, and hene 11 small amplitude limit yles an bifurate froma enter (see also �oª¡dek, 1995).The main onjeture about the global enter problem is that there exist onlytwo general mehanisms for reating a polynomial vetor �eld with enter. Oneis the Liouvillian integrability and the other is the algebrai reversibility.A partiular ase of the Liouvillian integrability is the Darboux integrability.It means that the vetor �eld V has a �rst integral of the following Darbouxform
eg/hfa1

1 . . . far

r ,where g(x, y), h(x, y), fj(x, y) are polynomials and aj are (omplex) onstants(see Darboux, 1878). Liouvillian �rst integrals are multivalued funtions in
C2 whih an be expressed in quadratures: we start with the �eld rationalfuntions and apply operations like adjoining a solution of an algebrai equation,adjoining an integral and adjoining an exponent of an integral. M. Singer (1992)proved that if V is Liouvillian integrable, then it has an integrating fator ofthe Darboux form. Christopher provides a proof of the Singer's theorem.The simplest ase of the algebrai reversibility is the time reversibility fordi�erential systems of the form

ẋ = P (x2, y), ẏ = xQ(x2, y).It is lear that this system is invariant with respet to the involution (x, y, t) →
(−x, y, t). On the other hand, it an be obtained as a pull-bak from the system
Ẋ = P (X, Y ), Ẏ = Q(X, Y ) via the fold map (x, y) → (x2, y). If the seondsystem has a trajetory tangent to the ritial urve X = 0 from `outside'then the preimage of this point is a enter for the �rst system. The algebraireversibility is a generalization of this onstrution when the fold map is de�nedby algebrai funtions of x, y (see �oª¡dek, 1994).Christopher analyses the Liénard systems

ẋ = y, ẏ = −g(x) − yf(x)and the Cherkas' systems (Cherkas, 1974)
ẋ = y, ẏ = P0(x) + P1(x)y + P2(x)y2



Book review: Limit yles of di�erential equations 233and on�rms the above Liouvillian�reversibility onjeture in these ases.Another interesting problem, related with the enter�fous problem, is theproblem of enter for the Abel equation
dy

dx
= p(x)y2 + q (x) y3,where p and q are polynomials of x ∈ C. The authors of the problem, J.-P. Fran�oise and Y. Yomdin (Briskin, Fran�oise, Yomdin, 1999), ask for theonditions onto p and q that the solutions y = ϕ(x, y0), whih satisfy the initialondition ϕ(0, y0) = y0, satisfy also ϕ(1, y0) = y0 for small y0. There existsthe omposition onjeture, whih laims that the polynomials P (x) =

∫ x

0
p and

Q(x) =
∫ x

0
q take the form

P = P̃ ◦ W, Q = Q̃ ◦ Wfor a polynomial W (x) suh that W (0) = W (1) (an analogue of the algebraireversibility). Christopher presents his solution of a simpli�ed version of thisproblem, when q(x) = εq1(x) and ε is a small parameter. In the proof he usesmonodromy properties of ertain multivalued funtion of x (generating funtionfor moments of ertain measure).A weakened version of the enter�fous problem onerns systems of theform ẋ = Hy + εP, ẏ = −Hx + εQ, i.e. perturbations of Hamiltonian systemswith enter. Like in the letures of C. Li the problem of limit yles bifuratingfrom the enter and the problem of �nding the enter onditions in this situationleads to onsideration of the following Abelian integrals I(c) =
∫

γc
Qdx − Pdyalong ovals γc of the (real) algebrai urves H(x, y) = c. In partiular, one asksfor the onditions onto P, Q and H suh that I(c) ≡ 0. The obvious onditionis that the 1-form ω = Qdx − Pdy is relatively exat, i.e. ω = fdH + dR. Butthere an exist situations with a kind of symmetry (or algebrai reversibility).Christopher presents his solution to this problem in the ase of hyperelliptiHamiltonian

H = y2 + S(x).In the proof he uses the monodromy theory and some results from the grouptheory.One hapter of the Christopher's leture is devoted to the Lotka�Volterrasystems
ẋ = x(1 + ax + by), ẏ = y(−λ + cx + dy)and the last hapter is devoted to disussion of other approahes to the enter�fous problem. It is worth to note the experimental approah of H.C. Grafv. Bothmer (in press) who used the Weil�Deligne theorem, about the number



234 H. �O��DEKof Zp−points of an algebrai variety, to detet some omponents of the entervariety C3 (i.e. for ubi vetor �elds).The Chengzhi Li's part of the book onerns the weakened 16th Hilbert prob-lem (stated by Arnold, 1990) where one asks about the number of zeroes of theAbelian integrals
I(c) =

∫

γc

ω, ω = Qdx − Pdy,assoiated with the perturbations
ẋ = Hy + εP, ẏ = −Hx + εQ(like in the weakened enter�fous problem). It is well known that simple zeroes

cj of I(c) orrespond to generation of limit yles (for ε 6= 0) from the ovals γcj(see Ilyashenko, 1969).Li begins his letures with a review of results about progress in the problemof limit yles for polynomial plane vetor �elds (the 16th Hilbert's problem).There are too many of them to be listed here.Then he presents the general result of A. Khovanskii (1984) and A. Varhenko(1984) about existene of a bound ≤ C(m, n) for the number of zeroes of I(c)depending only on the degrees m and n of ω and H , respetively. But thegreatest part of his leture is devoted to the ase when the degree of H is small.In partiular, he realls the solution of the weakened 16th Hilbert problemin the quadrati ase by L. Gavrilov and I. Iliev (see Gavrilov, 2001). In thelast hapter he presents a `uni�ed' proof of this result; probably this is the mosttehnial part of his leture.Also the ases with ellipti Hamiltonian, i.e. H = y2 + S(x) with deg P =
3, 4, are studied in detail. Here he demonstrates the main methods used inthis theory. One suh method uses the fat that the Abelian integrals satisfydi�erential equations of Fuhs type. There is a diret method of dividing theoval into segments, applied to Hamiltonians of the form H = Φ(x)+Ψ(y). Thereexists a method based on the argument priniple (when c takes omplex values),introdued by G. Petrov (1988). Finally, some people laim to use the averagingmethod (but in my opinion the Abelian integral itself is a kind of averaging).There is some ativity in studying the period funtion for periodi solutionsof Hamiltonian systems, or (more generally) for systems with enter. Thisproblem also leads to some Abelian integrals (see Chione, Jaobs, 1989). Lireviews numerous results obtained in this �eld.In my opinion the book onstitutes a very nie presentation of the mainresults in this very ative area of mathematis. It should be espeially useful forstudents, beause they ould �nd there a quik introdution to the main topisand an overview of results and methods. Henryk �oª¡dek
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